CROSSED PRODUCTS OF SIMPLE RINGS
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Let A be the algebra of all gXg matrices over a division ring D.
Suppose there is given a group G of n automorphisms
of A such that
(i) the fixed subring 5 of G is a simple ring such that [^4 : S] = n and
(ii) GAr coincides with the totality of all homomorphisms
of the
5-left module A to itself where Ar is the ring of right multiplication

of elements of A.
Suppose also that there is given a factor system {c„,T}(o-, tEG) in
the center K of A. Then a crossed product of A and G is defined via
the same formulae as in the commutative
case. (See [2].) The purpose
of this note is to investigate the splitting property of a factor system
by an extension of 5 as well as of A. This is a generalization
of a wellknown theorem for the commutative
case as well as of a result given

in [2].
To begin with, we shall consider a purely transcendental
extension
of A as follows. Let xit • ■ • , xm be m variables.
Let D[xi, • • • , xm]
be the polynomial
ring of X\, ■ • ■ , xm over D. We suppose x,- lie
in the center of the ring. Then the quotient
division
ring of
D[xi, ■ • ■ , xm] is denoted by D{x\, • ■ ■ , xm). The existence of the
quotient ring is clear from a general theory of quotient ring, or it can
be proved directly as follows. Generally let T be a ring with no divisor
of zero. Moreover suppose that for any nonzero elements a and 6 of T
there exist nonzero elements a', b', a" and 6" such that aa' = 66' and
a"a = b"b. We consider the set of formal elements a~lb and cd~r

(a, b, c, rfGT and a^O, d^O). Define o1"16i= aJ162 if and only if there
exist nonzero elements c and d such that a\C = b\d and a2c = 62d. It is
a good exercise to show that the above equivalent
relation is well
defined. Similarly, define b\a~{x=62a^1 if and only if there exist nonzero elements c and d such that ca\ = db\ and ca2=db2. Also define

a~1b = cd~1 if and only if ac = bd. To verify that this is well defined is
also a good exercise. How to define the algebraic operations
in this
set is now almost clear. For example, {a~xb){c~ld) = {c'a)~^b'd, where

6c"1 = c'~xb'. Also, a-J6 -\-c~ld = (c"a)-1(c"b+a"d),
where ac^ = c"-la".
The set is a division ring called a quotient ring of V and it is uniquely
determined up to isomorphism. To apply this general theory to our
case, we must verify that the above mentioned conditions of V are
satisfied for D\x\, ■ ■ ■ , xm]. To see it, take Z?[xi] first. The above
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conditions of T are easy consequences of the division algorithm in
£>[xi]. The general case can be proved easily by induction. Thus
D(xi, • • • , xm) is constructed.
Then we let A(xi, • ■ • , xm) be the
algebra

of all qXq matrices

The next

step

over D(x\,

is to extend

■ ■ ■ , xm).

G to an automorphism

group

of

A(xu • • • , xm). We set m = n — 1 and let G= {<r0= e, ffi, • • • , <rm\.
(e is the identity.) We rather denote x,- by x„ (<r= o-,) and set xt = 1.

Now define
\i)

xa

=

xT XaTC7,r

for a given factor system {cr,T}, where we may assume without losing
generality that c,,( = c,,,= l. This is of course one of classical devices
in the theory of factor sets. Using the identities c~],cariP<f<,iT
= c„,Tp, we
can prove that (x^)p=x^p. Operating r on elements of A as usual, we
get automorphisms
of A(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xm). (The mappings r are first defined on D[xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm], and then we generalize
them on D(xx,
• • • , xm) by setting (a_1)T = (aT)_1 for a in D[xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm\.) Thus
G is considered
to be an automorphism
group of A(xi, ■ • ■ , xm).
Moreover, what is more important,
G is a group of outer automorphisms of A (xi, ■ ■ • , xm) since every element except the identity of
G acts nontrivially
on the center K(xi, • - • , xm) of the ring.
Now we are at the position to apply an elementary part of (outer)
Galois theory of simple rings. (See [l ].) If we denote the fixed subring
of G by B, B is a simple ring and [A (xi, • • • , xm): B ] = n [l, Theorem
1, p. 282]. Moreover, if we denote by U\, • ■ ■ , u„ a basis of the 5-left
module A, then it is also a basis of the 5-left module A(x\ ■ • • , xm).
The main object of constructing the Galois extension A (xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xm)/B
was in that

the factor

system

{c^t}

splits

in it as is seen from

(1).

However, the above result is still not satisfactory
because B is too
general. What we wish to get is a Galois extension A'/B' with B' in
A in which {c„,T} splits. The natural way to get such B' is a specialization method in a sense of algebraic geometry.
A brief discussion of specialization
is as follows. Let R \ t} be a ring
of all formal power series for a ring R and a variable /, i.e., elements
of R {t} are ^" - » r^' where almost all ft are supposed to be 0 for
negative integers i. We define a mapping of R {t} to R and a symbol
oo ; map ^r»i* to ro if all ?•<= 0 for negative i, and to <» otherwise.
Returning to D(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm), set/, = Xi — 1 (* = 1, • • • , m), and there-

fore D(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm) =D(h,
the formal

• • • , tm). Then embed D(h, • ■ • , tm) into

power series (division)

ring D{h}

■ • ■ \tm] in a natural

way. (First embed D(h) into !>{<i}, then D(tu t2) mtoD{ti\
so on.) On the other hand, we can generalize
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specialization

to a case of several variables

[January

as follows. First, apply

the above process to R {tm}, where R = D {h} • • • {tm_i}. Next, map
P = P'{im_!}

to R' and

oo, where

R' = D{h)

• • • {tm-*}. Continuing

this process in this order, we get a mapping of D {h} • • • \tm\ to D
and oo. ( oo is always mapped to oo.) The mapping is called a specialization induced by xm—>1, xm-\—>1, • ■ • , and xi—»1 (in this order).
Restrict the mapping to the subset D(x\, • • • , xm), we get a specialization of it. To extend it to ^4(xi, • • • , xm), simply map each entry
of a matrix to get a matrix whose entries are either elements of D or
oo. If oo appears in a result, we set the result oo.
Now let B' be the finite image of B in the specialization. Clearly
SC.B'C.A.
Denote the totality of elements of B that have finite
images in the specialization by V(B), and the totality of elements of

B that are mapped to 0 by P(B). Set

U = | £ biUi| bi E V(B), i = 1, • • • , »|
and

P = { E Pi»iI Pi G P(B), i = 1, ■■■,n\ .
Lemma. U is a ring and P is an ideal of U.
Proof. To prove lemma, it is sufficient to show that utbEU and
UipEP, where bEV(B)
and pEP(B).
We need some preparation.
Observing the condition (ii) of A, we see that every 5-left homomorphism <j>of A to >Sis expressed as <f>= z^a^i
(atEA) and (axj))'= atj>
for every <r in G. Therefore,
Oi = a2= • • • =an, or <t>=ar(^o~i)
with
an element a. Especially 5-left homomorphisms
which map % to 1
and Uiii^f) to 0 are expressed as z>jr(E0*) with some elements Vj. This
implies Tro(tt,-i/y) =Sy. Returning
to the proof of lemma, express

Uib = ^bkuk with bk in B. Then TrG(uibvj) = bj. But TrGiUibVj)E V(B)
if 6G V(B). This shows that w,6 is contained in U. A similar discussion
shows that utpEP, which concludes the proof.
Lastly, we can show that x„ are in U but not in P. For, set x,
= ^biUi. As in above, 6i = TrG(x„D,-), the latter being in V(B) since
xlvl are mapped to c,,,Tvrt,namely, have finite images. Thus x„EU.
Clearly x„ are not in P. Now, we consider the residue class ring A'
= U/P. Since G induces an automorphism
group of U as well as that
of P, it induces an automorphism
group of A'. The fixed subring of
G in U/P is identified with B'. Moreover, if we denote the residue
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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have obtained

Theorem.

by x„ by x'a, then

x'J = x'r~1x'„TcaiTin A'. Thus
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we

a final result.

The factor system {c„,T} splits in A'/B'.
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